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Dear Friends & Clients,  

  

I hope this newsletter finds you and your family well and peaceful, at the end of this crazy year 2020. We’ve prayed 

for you often. 

 

We started out in January trying to decipher the SECURES Act, one of the most altering 

tax reforms since the 80’s. Then shortly after the COVID virus hit, our focus moved to 

business shutdowns, PPP’s, EIDL’s and the CARES Act. We at MSA were blessed to 

avoid COVID and all our MSA staff and families have been COVID free. Praise God! 

We’re so ready however to get rid of these horrible masks and for 2020 to be over.   

  

Several of our carriers spent time pivoting to technology and moved employees to home 

offices. They also waived deductibles and paid 100% for COVID claims.  

  

In June, our little church closed and had a legacy celebration as it "finished well”. Then by the Fourth of July, with large 

gatherings still prohibited, we closed MSA for a long weekend and prepared to "RESET” and celebrate America’s 

survival and independence. Personally, I spent a lot of time in my prayer chair.  

 

Then in August, the Lord had downloaded a message to me that rattled me. It was the morning of our staff 

photoshoot, which was earlier than normal. In a nutshell, it was all about the masks. I heard… “They cover our faces, 

but also disguise the counterfeit that’s designed to alter appearance.” They do protect us from germs, but there’s 

more… Then I heard… “BE AWARE OF DECEIT”. I went to the office and prayed with my staff and we talked about what 

I had heard and looked up the word DECEIT… As a noun it means: the action or practice of deceiving someone by 

concealing or misrepresenting the TRUTH.  

 

Well, here we are, in the last quarter of 2020 and the election for the our next American President is at hand. We are 

the greatest country in the world, and yet, wow… we sure messed up this election.  I can see why the Lord said; “BE 

AWARE OF DECEIT”, back in August. Both sides have been saying the other is lying and yet we Americans showed up 

at the polls in the largest numbers ever in the history of our elections. Now we are learning about popular votes, 

stolen votes, lost votes, fake votes, fraudulent votes, not to mention electoral votes!!!!   

  

A few years ago I put out an educational piece in my newsletter of the three branches of government. This year I wish 

I had enough room in this newsletter to do a training on the Constitution of the United States of America. It’s been so 

mesmerizing to me to see how little our American people actually KNOW and don’t KNOW about how our American 

government and the Constitution actually works, especially this year. 

 

As I’m writing this newsletter, the electoral vote and the electoral college are being explained to the American people. 

The 12th Amendment is about to be explained to the American people and why it came to be in 1804.  Three 

elections in the 1800’s used the “contingent election“ process and it looks like America will be using the “contingent 

election” process for the January 20th installation of this next President, as well. More about that in the Legislative 

Corner.  

 

Brace yourself friends, there is more to come; PRAY PRAY and then PRAY some more. Despite all the chaos and 

“DECEIT”… Remember Isaiah 26:3 says; “I will keep thee in perfect peace whose eyes are stowed upon me” so keep 

your eyes fixed on God.  

 

Enjoy your families, try to have a little fun and remember “the TRUTH will set us free!” Also remember our Forefathers 

foresaw days like these in the future of this country.  That is the purpose of the 12th amendment. They founded this 

country on 3 basic principles; 1) Religion, 2) Morality and 3) Knowledge. America will have 

to get back to those basic principles to truly save this country. Remind your friends and 

family this is not about who or which party takes the office in January; it’s about the 

preservation of the Constitution of the United States of America and the Republic for which 

we stand. One nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.  

 

May you and your families have a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 

Sincerely and in Christ’s Service, Michele Powell, President 

 L E T T E R  F R O M  T H E  P R E S I D E N T  
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Do You Want The Gift Of  A Financial Strategy?  

Do you have your financial house in order? We can help you. Michele has 
been a licensed insurance agent for more than twenty-seven years. She started her 
career in the financial industry in May of 1989 with American Bank of Bradenton, 
now BMO Bank. In 1993, after five years in banking, she ventured into the 
insurance industry with State Farm.  In 1996 she began her own health insurance 
agency and has specialized in that market ever since. She has a broad range of 
experience in the insurance and financial service industry. As a Financial  Mentor, 
she addresses asset protection and a retirement strategy that has guarantee's. She 
has a team of colleagues to assist in ALL aspects of your financial needs. “KNOW” 
that you can experience “Financial Independence” with Michele’s help. 

For a 3 minute video of how Michele would assist you please visit www.MSAMentoring.com and  

on the home page click on the foundation of the house where it says “What We Do.”  

Banks are not paying us much of  anything on our Savings or 
Money Market accounts. Here’s a tax deferred alternative... 
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Karen DeYoung,  Operations Manager  

Karen came to Florida in 1984 from the Chicago Illinois area with her husband and 

two sons. 

 

She’s been an Accounting Manager for 30 years and studied Computer Science and Cost 

Accounting at State College of Florida. While living in Illinois she held a real estate license 

and a cosmetology license. 

 

She’s been a Bible study leader in both “Bible Study Fellowship” in Bradenton, as well 

as  “Coffee Break” while in Illinois. She enjoys sewing, quilting and spending time playing 

cards with friends. 

 

She’s been blessed with her husband of 52 years, two sons, five grandchildren, two great 

grandchildren and with two more on the way. 

 

Karen joined MSA in 2020. She’s known Michele for over 10 years through a church plant. Karen served as treasurer on the 

church board, beside Michele as the founder and chair. She’s looking forward to working with the MSA team in this “Market 

Place Ministry” Company that exudes the love of Christ on those we serve. In Karen’s first 60 days she’s indicated “you 

cannot avoid having spiritual growth while working for a company that has devotions and prayer each day” and says  “she is 

looking forward to continuing to work for this company which is grounded in Christian principles and continually gives glory to 

the Lord.” Please welcome Karen, we’re proud to have you as part of our MSA Family!  

Wow, the times are really changing. Even signing up 

for Medicare has turned into a technical experience, 

this year, with all of the COVID restrictions. 

 

But don’t fret, if you are not computer savvy. Donna 

can help you make the process easier. With most 

Social Security offices closed you have to sign up for 

Part A and Part B of Medicare online. The process is 

not complicated and can be completed in 

approximately 15 minutes.  

 

Also for those of you who have decided to stay on a group plan, if your employer has 

over 20 employees, you now also have to sign up for Part B, but in a different manner.  

 

Forms have to be filled out by your employer to prove continuous coverage and 

the Part B application form must be faxed to Medicare. Donna has these forms if 

you need them. She will even fax them to Medicare if you don’t have the 

equipment to do it yourself. 

 

What about the products to compliment your Medicare? Most of them, a 

Medicare Supplement, Medicare Advantage or Part D Rx, can be signed up for virtually through Donna. Please 

don’t stress over how you are going to get this accomplished. There are numerous ways the insurance carriers 

have made it possible to get you completely aligned with your Medicare effective date. Just be sure you give 

yourself at least 3 months before you turn 65, or retire, to get everything in place and give us a call.   

REMINDER: 

If you’re 63 or 64, and if you’re healthy, you may 

want to consider a Short Term Medical (STM) Policy 

to lower your premium.  

Call the office to discuss this option. 

Donna Blizman,  

Medicare Specialist  

Welcome our newest member to the MSA team:  
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NEW E-mail ENCRYPTION Process 

2021’s NEW SYSTEM WE HAVE WITH EMAIL COMMUNICATION: 

 

To maintain HIPAA compliance regulations concerning PHI [Private 

Health Information] email’s inclusive of SS#, names, phone 

numbers, addresses, policy #’s, etc. will be encrypted. Please be 

patient with us, once you’re signed up the process gets easier. 

Here how it works:  

Step 2:  

You will receive an email from “Infinitely 

Virtual” stating an “Encrypted Message Received”,  

select “View Encrypted Email” p.s. be sure to 

check your spam folder. 

Step 1:  

Our Staff will send you an email informing 

you they will be sending a separate 

ENRYPTED email with registration 

instructions.  

Step 5:  

You’re done! Emails will be available on the left hand 

side & any attachments on the bottom of the 

email in blue boxes. 

PLEASE NOTE:  If you would like MSA to store your password for future 

correspondence, please send our staff a separate email with the subject line: 

“ENCRYPTION PASSWORD FOR FUTURE REFERENCE”  and provide the email and 

password used for this account. 

If you have any questions or need additional assistance, please call our office at 941-753-0031  

Uggg..more 

technology 

really?? YEP  

Step 3:  

Proofpoint website will open in a new browser. You’ll 

enter an email address and create a password and 

agree to the terms. 

Your Email Address  

Step 4:  

A confirmation email from noreply@proofpoint.com 

will be sent separately, stating “Welcome to 

Proofpoint”. Select “Confirm” and this will prompt you 

to “Continue logging in” to re-enter your information. 

mailto:noreply@proofpoint.com
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 2021 H.S.A. CONTRIBUTION LIMITS 

Status 

Maximum 

Out Of Pocket 

Capped At: 

Contribution 
Limit 

Minimum  

Deductible  

Not Less Than:  

55* Or Older 

Catch Up 
Contribution 

Single  $7,000 
$3,600  

(up $50 from 2020) 
$1,400 $1,000 

Family $14,000 
$7,200 

(up $100 from 2020) 
$2,800 $2,000* 

(* If both spouses are in age range.) 

2020 IRA & ROTH CONTRIBUTION LIMITS 

2020 LONG TERM CARE PREMIUM ELIGIBILITY 

SOCIAL SECURITY 

2020 GROUP EMPLOYER 1095-B 
REPORTING DEADLINES 

Due date for providing Form 1095-B  

to employees  

has been extended from  

January 31,2021, to March 2, 2021. 

2020 TAX YEAR 
DEADLINE 

You have until April 15, 2021 
to contribute to your IRA, 
ROTH, or H.S.A. for the 

2020 TAX year. 
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The Value of  Long Term Care + Disability Insurance 

Praise God We Have It!  

(The Powell Story...) 

Well it's almost 2021 already, and so much was 

going on this year in 2020..... 

 

Believe it or not, Dave is still working on the Camaro. 

It’s been a long project but keeps him busy, and 

while he says he’ll never do it again, he doesn’t 

regret doing it. The goal is for it to be done 

sometime in 2021. 

 

Health wise he’s doing good but in 

December we will be consulting with Dave's 

Parkinson's Specialist regarding DBS (Deep 

Brain Stimulation) surgery.  It should stop his shaking which causes the 

pain in his arm and leg on the right side of his body.   

 

Yet, we’ve been told it won't stop any of the short 

term memory losses. We pray it buys us a couple 

more years of mobility, hence we are seriously 

considering it.  We know brain surgery is risky business, and Dave will be 

awake during the surgery too, which is why he waited this long. Michael J. Fox had the 

surgery and the shaking simply moved to the other side of his body so it's really not 

been that high on the priority list. However, we both see the time has come for us to 

more seriously consider it. Praise God for Dave’s Health Insurance, Short Term 

Disability and Long Term Care Policy; they give us flexibility and financial peace of 

mind.  

 

 

Because of the pending surgery, we've been talking a lot about the Family Medical 

Leave Act (FMLA),  Short-Term Medical Disability (STMD), and of course his Long-

Term Disability (LTD)  and Long-Term Care (LTC) policies this year.  

 

As things get closer to the brain surgery decisions, we are so very grateful for our 

coverage. It allows us the flexibilities to maintain a normal life, as much as 

possible, despite Parkinson’s. 

If  Your Income Stopped Today—Could You 
And Your Family Continue Your Lifestyle? 
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The Value of  Long Term Care + Disability Insurance 

Praise God We Have It!  

(The Powell Story Continued...) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We’ve always dreamed about having our second home in Tennessee, not 

Georgia, but have been stuck in Georgia as our second home for seven 

years now, due to Gulfstream being Dave’s last job. We actually just took a 

trip to Asheville to hike. We’ve looked at properties in Tennessee for years 

and now North Carolina as well. It’s beautiful up there in the mountains in 

both places! There’s just more to do in Tennessee.  

 

Well, as I close, please KNOW, we thank God for you ALL and for your 

continued prayers!  

 

We pray you and your family have a wonderful Christmas and a 

blessed, Happy New Year!!!  

In Christ’s Service, Michele and Dave + Macy too..  

 In the meantime we’re staying on our bucket list. We were able to go to West 

Virginia last year for Thanksgiving, and ski at Snowshoe, just 

before COVID hit. Our Utah ski trip in March was cancelled but 

we will be going in February this next year 2021. 

 

Dave also had the privilege to go to Paris to work on a 

Gulfstream while there, in February. The photo you see here 

is of the Eiffel Tower on Valentine's Day 2020, Dave sent me 

the photo for my Valentine's Day gift… Ha ha. The two purple 

dots are hearts lit up.  

 

As you can see from the photos, I also just turned 50. Macy, 

our dog, is enjoying my birthday party and just wanted to be 

“one of the girls”. Macy just turned 12, and in dog years she’s 84 years old. 

All three of us agree, getting old is not for wimps.  
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 Legislative Corner  
 

 

 

 

 

So much has happened this year 2020 in the legislative side of this industry. The SECURES ACT passed on December 20th of 2019, so we started 

out this year trying to learn everything we could. In a nutshell it changed all the RMD (Required Minimum Distribution) 

rules on qualified money from the age 70 1/2 to age 72. Also, while the spousal beneficiary rules stayed the same, the 

non-spousal beneficiary rules changed (known as beneficiary or inherited IRA rules). NOW, children and others that are 

not spouses are required to take a full distribution of qualified money over a ten-year period, versus stretching it out to 

their age 59 1/2 and/or 70 1/2 age, as it was in the past. NOW you can contribute to your traditional IRA after the age 

of 70 1/2, provided you have earned income.   

 

Following that as COVID hit us, a.k.a. “the spirit of death”, …  shutting down the American economy.  Because of that the CARES ACT passed on 

March 27th.  That created a HUGE $2-trillion fiscal stimulus package, extended the tax deadline from 4/15/2020 to 7/15/2020 and it also created 

many ways you can take money from your IRA’s and 401k’s if you or any of your immediate family members had COVID, without penalty.  If you have 

found yourself in this situation, check with your retirement company and/or your TAX advisor on the 

CRD (Coronavirus-Related Distribution) rules and make sure you take care of those distributions prior 

to December 30th, 2020. It waived the 2020 RMD rules. Also, it changed the deferral period for 

inherited accounts from 5 years to 6 years for accounts issued in 2020.  

Last year I talked about Telehealth & Teledoc being on the rise in massive numbers, and PRAISE GOD because so many 

of my clients used that benefit this year, 2020, to avoid going into a medical facility for care while COVID was everywhere.  

We were just beginning to see some lower cost prescriptions too.  

Also, this year 2020 I began taking the “Single-Payer Healthcare Certification” course as to acquire a certification and to be in the KNOW.   Well, it’s 

official…. I got certified and almost became certifiable.     

 

What a mess these type of systems are…..   I was baffled and I kept thinking how appropriate it was to take this course this year. I studied systems in 

most of the countries inclusive of Portugal, Belgium, Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland, England, Canada, France, Europe, Cuba and the list goes 

on…. 

Sadly, I found that while America’s systems seem broken, we still have 

the best insurance and healthcare system in the world. We can 

actually get the best medical care in the world and MOST OF IT is not 

just available to us but it is also covered by our insurance policies, 

Medicare or Medicaid...  

The overall financial cost of these other systems in some countries is 

55% in taxes. Americans may pay more premiums than we want right 

now, but our systems are safe.  

The greatest reality… is… for it to work, it is an all or none system 

meaning, every American citizen will lose what they have now, 

including our seniors, our groups and those on Medicaid.  

 

As mentioned last year the math for the cost of care in this country is 

the real issue. America has to begin to reduce the ridiculous markups 

on prescriptions for our citizens first. However, I am not sure America 

is ready to cap off the pay scales for our physicians, nurses and 

surgeons, like these systems do.  Some of these countries pay their 

medical providers less than American people are paid while working 

full-time at a fast-food restaurant or retail store without a medical 

degree.   

Right here in Florida our Floridian citizens just voted to increase 

minimum-wage, starting in January to $10 an hour, and then for it to 

go up $1 an hour each year for the next 5 years making it $15. Some 

of these countries do not even pay physicians $15 an hour.   

 

The Holy Bible says, “the TRUTH will set us free”. Not knowing what the consequences of those systems will be to the American people and the 

financial stability of our country for years to come, is mind boggling.  

 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/be/US-GreatSeal-Obverse.svg
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Many of these countries offering the systems are socialistic or communistic societies.  

 

Americans are simply not ready to do this, it’s crazy. And certainly, Americans are not ready to 

have our government tell us what we can and cannot make for a living. Or when we can or 

cannot get healthcare.  

The more I learned the more I began to ask, why do they call them single-payer systems at all? 

In many of these countries, the wealthy still purchase private insurance in addition, so they can 

get care. Those who do not have the money really go without care and wait on lists to get care. 

Some must wait till they are critical, when in America we can get care immediately and avoid it 

becoming critical.  My mom had cancer this past year and got care before she was staged up 

and survived. In some of these countries she would have had to wait till she was stage 4 to get 

care and most likely would have died. We need to KNOW these types of consequences would 

be involved in a system like these.  

 

Then, in addition, one of the other MAJOR factors in the training was that not even ONE country offering these types of systems is as large as the state 

of California. America’s population is massive, so the numbers just will not work. 

 

The most SHOCKING thing that I learned, was in some countries, up until just recently, the elderly (those over 70), were denied care because they were 

no longer considered an asset to their society. That is simply preposterous. But now we know why some of the oldest people in the world live in America 

and on our healthcare systems.  In our country, baby boomers are turning 65 years old at a rate of one every eight seconds, that is scary.  Certainly, the 

American politicians do not know or maybe they’re just being deceitful. My takeaway from the entire process was, I believe that OMISSION is still 

DECEIT!  

 

Behind the scenes this past year, CIGNA was acquired by New York Life.  Walmart 

wants to get into the business of insurance services and selling health insurance. 

And………………. Health clinics are beginning to pop up all over the place.  

Friends, if this year 2020 does not wake up America, I do not think anything ever 

will.  2020 will go down as one of the most memorable years in our country’s 

history! 

Last year, I referenced about the enemy being incognito in America. Now under the 

masks, we cover our face, try to avoid illness, and have begun to see all this 

DECEIT…. We can see the enemy has no intention of staying incognito he is just 

boldly in our face now. It is all for such a time as this.   

That word DECEIT as a noun means “the action or practice of deceiving someone by 

concealing or misrepresenting the TRUTH.” Deception or duplicity… Lying is simply 

the act of deliberately presenting something which is known by the liar to be an 

untruth. DECEIT is any act aimed at the concealment, distortion or 

misrepresentation of the TRUTH and concealment or distortion of TRUTH for the 

purpose of misleading… 

These lies... (DECEITS) these manipulations… wow...  No wonder we are all wearing masks in 2020. The book of Revelation chapter 2 tells us about 

them. All these realities we hear about today, every day, in America are exactly what Jesus was talking about. Remember too as He visited with John, 

who documented the book of Revelation in the Holy Bible, the last two verses say.. “and if anyone takes away from the words of the book of this 

prophecy, God shall take away his part from the Book of Life, from the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.”  Revelation 22:19.  

God has always allowed times of TRIAL, to bring His people back to Him. 

Prayer should be focused on destroying the enemies lies, DECEIT and the spirit of chaos calling upon the Prince of Peace that corruption will be 

exposed, and we can even decree that the Lord be manifested on this earth as Father intended in Heaven from Heaven. 2020 will shift America and it 

will never be the same. There are bombshells and whistle blowers everywhere coming out of the woodwork in this country and this was well before the 

election. I have even heard “wage war something is shifting in the nation and it’s more than a virus.” It’s money, it’s greed and in the Bible days it was 

called the spirit of Jezebel… We need to call out and ask the Lord for a spirit of Jehu! Don’t be scared! Pray! “Trust the Lord with all your heart and lean 

not on your own understanding.” Proverbs 3:5-6. The Word says in Isaiah 26:3 “God will keep us in perfect peace if we keep our eyes stowed upon 

Him.” 

 

 Legislative Corner Cont. 
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While we were in lockdown this year, I committed to watching a video series I purchased a few years back 

when the Christian Bookstore was going out of business, it’s called the American Heritage Collection. Little did I realize how 

appropriate that series would be for this year 2020.  It was sooooooooooo good. It is AMAZING.  

My eyes opened as to why our morals have slid so far, and all of this hate and division is so real in our country today. 

 

The true heritage of the Founding Fathers of this country were inclusive of three basic principles.  

1) Religion  2) Morality  3) Knowledge 

Turns out all the way up to the early 1900’s America maintained these principles. Just since the 

1960’s we have come to this. 60 years of regression, and here we are today.  We were sustainable 

from 1776 to the 1950’s and then all hell broke loose… But what changed? 

Our legislature was no longer required to have a religious background, our moral principles were compromised, 

and laws were passed accordingly, and eventually prayer and the Holy Bible was taken out of schools.  

Now we don't know... what we don’t know until we don’t know that we didn't know it and when we find out we 

didn't know it, it is usually too late!  

Here are some examples of what elementary children were taught in school in the 1800’s. They had to know the 

10 Commandments in kindergarten by memory. In elementary school, they had to know many of the very 

constitutional issues that we struggle with understanding today. They were raised by farmers but were TRUE 

patriots...  some of our college professors today challenge our college students, with doctorates, to just know as 

much as the farmers knew in the 18th century. The educational 

standards in this country have been diminished. True history has 

been erased. The Holy Bible has been taken out of schools. And even our leaders do not 

seem to know how the Constitution of the United States of America works!  

My question is how did they get sworn into office, under oath, to uphold the Constitution of 

the United States of America if they don’t even know how it works?  

I took a great deal of time this year to KNOW considering it is one of my core values in my 

life, home, church, and business. 

 

John told us in his first book to KNOW, 7 times in chapter 5. Those that do, KNOW where 

they’ll be after they die and those who do not, don’t! 

 

The grade school American patriots knew the chapter and verses of the Holy Bible and the Article and Sections of the Constitution of the 

United States, plus all of the Amendments and why they were added. That was so they would never be duped by the enemy like America 

has become. 

Many of our colleges in this country such as Harvard, Yale, and the list goes on, were founded on biblical principles by our Forefathers and 

many of them held degrees in the Bible. Students were required to KNOW the Holy Bible, attend worship and church services to even 

attend the college. Now look at us. 

Benjamin Rush thought the Bible and religion should be the basis of a republican education and warned what would happen if we ever 

allowed American citizens to remove the religious values of America.  Its as if he had given us a prophetic message.  

I recently had a client ask me where do you get TRUTH in the media today? Obviously, it is not in the main stream media. But I have found 

some here:  

https://www.amgreatness.com, newsmaxtv.com, The Epoch Times newspaper and the uncensored LIVE hearings.  

 

 

 

 Legislative Corner Cont. 
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Finally, as I address the caboose of this year 2020 with this ELECTION in motion, I KNOW many of us are just 

ready for 2020 to BE OVER!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

 

Now, as we all try to find the TRUTH, here may be a couple of FUN FACTS……………   

The democratic party was founded in 1792. AND the republican party replaced the Whigs in 1854 and was 

created on a platform to give civil rights to the blacks. (So black lives do matter and they always have, AND so do 

ALL lives matter! Clearly this must have been removed from American history.)   

It seems like America is under attack again this year, but it is a POLITICAL PARTY ATTACK NOW…. This entire ELECTION MESS is not really 

about a political party, nor is it about a person it IS ABOUT our Constitution of the United States of America.  

Our Founding Fathers created a “contingent election” process in the 

event something like this ever happened and it was used 3 times in 

the 1800’s. They never meant for the court systems to be the backup 

plan.   

Instead, the PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION has a:  

Plan A) Electoral votes and the Electoral College and then a  

Plan B) Congress.  

Under “The 1887 Electoral Count Act” Congress takes over & 

implements the 12th amendment, which passed in 1804, when plan 

A) does not work.  In that process in early January of 2021, the House 

votes for the President using an “en-bloc” vote, each state getting 

ONE vote, by Federal Law.   

Then the Senate 

votes for the Vice President and on January 20th of 2021 the President of the United States 

will be inaugurated.  It is easy to research, just google “contingent election” ....I spent over 

50 hours reading to make sure  I understood it. Wow... talk about checks and balances…  It 

is just that simple.  

I guarantee you in the next four years the American PATRIOTS will arise....  Partisan positions 

will not be as important as they were up till now. America will stand against socialism and 

communism with a vengeance. 

 

I mentioned over the last 2 years that maybe it was time for a NEW political party… of 

“PATRIOTS”?!?!?! 

 

I believe a new rebirthed America is about to come about and a great awakening is about to be 

birthed.  Only the Father God, His son, Jesus and the Holy Spirit truly KNOW who He has appointed 

as the NEXT President in January 2021.  And He has already spoken His voice to the prophets of 

this century. Do some research. 

 

Pray pray pray and let’s ask the Father for His will to be done on earth as He intended from 

heaven! 

 

Respectfully submitted,   

 

 

 

Michele Powell here, praying for you and America! 

 Legislative Corner Cont. 
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(Left to Right) Kim Smith, Jana Pierce, Kayla Boone,  

Marcy Rodriguez, Seth LaMarsh,  

Michele Powell, Deb Deam and Donna Blizman.  


